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What is Character?
‘Locally distinctive
patterns of development,
landscape and use; a
combination of all the
aspects that together
make it distinctive from
anywhere.’
Dictionary of Urbanism
(2005), Rob Cowan

Most common toolkits…
• RTPI/ Planning Aid: How to prepare a character
assessment to support design policy within a
neighbourhood plan
• Oxford City Council/ Oxford Preservation Trust/
English Heritage: Oxford Character Assessment
Toolkit, Guidance Notes, Detailed and Rapid
surveys (2009)
• Historic England: Understanding Place, Historic
Area Assessments - Outline, Rapid and Detailed
(2017)

Townscape and
Character Analysis –
landscape, smaller
settlements,
neighbourhoods, open
spaces, buildings and
smaller features

Character and Place
Analysis – more urban
areas/ neighbourhoods,
spaces, buildings, views
greenery, light/ dark,
noise, small details and
ambience/ spirit.

Character, Significance
and Sensitivity to
Change Analysis –
landscape, urban areas,
neighbourhoods,
spaces, buildings and
smaller features

A National House Builder’s Approach
• XYZ’s Our approach to place making, ‘Creating
Character’ & a Character Appraisal matrix to identify
positive characteristics
• Why important positively reflect existing context to sell
well
• Need to assess site, its context and other nearby areas
with comparable density and desired character
• Combination of: street types, layout of blocks and
plots, frontages, boundaries, open spaces and
landscaping, details, decorative elements, materials
and planting.

Character Matrix – existing context
• Structure and integration – age, network type, topography
and sun, views and vistas, landscape character
• Street hierarchy – road type, street section and space
• Blocks – how defined, straight/ curvy, overlooking or not
• Key spaces and building groups – location and appearance
• Frontages – Are they consistent? Building lines, boundaries,
front gardens – continuous or fragmented
• Buildings – Are they consistent? House types, elevational
composition, materials, additional features, roofs and features
• Public realm – materials, trees and landscape
• Car parking – location and types
• Townscape features – landmarks, gateways, historic buildings

Character Generators or Areas
• Generators - prominent
• Areas – combination of
building groups and spaces –
location, context and
elements that people
building typologies e.g. rural
remember, use for
edge/ urban core, terraced
orientation, and which create
or detached housing, etc.
distinctiveness
• Not defined by house style
or materials, but these may
contribute to it.

+/-/0
score

Leading to…
Evaluation of
characteristics
Identify
opportunities to
relate to these
characteristics

Examples of good
practice based on
local findings - for
layouts, setbacks
and house types
mix

RTPI/ Planning Aid
•
•
•
•

Topography
Land uses
Layout
Roads, streets, routes –
roads, pavements, surfaces,
lighting, footpaths and
bridleways to elsewhere
• Spaces
• Form and main historic
buildings
• Buildings and details –
clusters, storey heights, roof
forms, predominant materials

• Landmarks – visual or by use
• Green and natural features
and spaces – landscape,
flooding, SSSIs, NRs
• Streetscape features –
boundaries, frontages and
enclosure
• Views – major views,
openness, glimpses
• Other boundaries to the area
• Associations with other areas
– how perceived

Oxford Toolkit
(shorthand and scored -5 to +5)
• Spaces – informal/ formal, gaps between built elements, plots,
open spaces, enclosure, shape, relationships to buildings or
features, use, materials, furniture, impact of traffic, usability
• Buildings – contribution to space, size, age, form, frontage,
materials, windows, doors, condition, use, alterations
• Views – popular, within street, focal points, streetscape,
roofscape, views out
• Greenery & Landscape – contribution of trees, plants, hard/
urban, private or public, water, levels
• Ambience – activity, traffic, shading, time of day/ night, noise &
smell, manmade or natural
 Spirit of Place – most significant positive and negative features
of its character and appearance

HE Historic Areas
Three part approach:
1. Historical account of area’s use and changes
2. Visual survey elements:
• Topography and landscape elements
• Layout – parcels, street patterns, street widths, scale and
density
• Buildings – types, morphology, forms, arch styles, features,
materials
• Enclosure and definition of open spaces – routes and
boundaries
• Designed landscapes – planting, structures and furniture.

3. Sensitivity Assessment –
• current condition
• key character-defining
features
• local association
• assets already lost
• external pressures, and
• impact of some demolitions

What is the
Assessment for?
• Evidence in response to a poorly prepared
development proposal or public space design
• Neighbourhood planning policies on open spaces,
key views, land uses, etc.
• Identifying design guidance for future infill sites
• Detailed design guidance for major development
• A brief for regeneration and re-use, and evidence
for heritage listing and protection.

Workshop: What are the Key
Characteristics?
• Choose a toolkit to test in groups
• Choose an area to explore:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Urban residential area (formal) Park Town
Urban residential area (less formal) Norham Road
Mixed use retail area North Parade
Employment area (University space) Parks Rd

• Decide on your motivation in assessing character
• Take the guidance notes and maps
• Come back for tea at 3.15pm
• Report back on observations and recommendations.

